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Beijing  Cape Golden Technology Company LTD., located in FangShan District, Beijing, China, one of the earliest manufacturers 

engaged in air separation technology researchand development, which isprofessional on research, design, product and installation.

The main products : PSA oxygen ( nitrogen ) machine , membrane separation ( nitrogen ) machine , medical oxygen generator , 

home oxygen generator and portable oxygen ( nitrogen ) machine , gas pipeline installation , diffusion oxygen system , etc . 

Cape Golden relies on the technology advantage of Tsinghua University, Chinese Academy of Sciences and China Agricultural 

University, with more than ten years experience of air separation technology, now we could meet customers’ different 

requirements in various fields, we always insist on providing economic, reliable, efficient and standard instruments and service. 

Our users across China,  Southeast Asia, Africa, Europe, North America, South America and more than 40 countries and regions. 

There have been thousand sets of our instruments operated normally till now.

Beijing Cape Golden Technology Company LTD. has a group of outstanding professionals, professional processing and testing 

equipments, perfect management system, strict quality control system, can provide customers with professional, comprehensive 

pre-sale, sale and after-sales service. The sales engineers can provide professional equipment selection consulting, professional, 

economic and reliable technology solutions according to different requirements and conditions of use of clients. The company's 

design and production personnel embody advanced technology and perfect manufacturing technology in every product. The 

service concept of the company's after-sales service system is " customer first ", this is to ensure every single product can reach 

perfected and the first time service, to ensure that each set of products can be kept in good working conditions.

Beijing Cape Golden Technology Company LTD. has always been adhering to the "Harmony is most precious, Credibility, honesty 

first" business philosophy, keeps continuous innovation, wholeheartedly services for the general customer, with first-class 

technology, high-quality product quality, perfect and timely after-sales service.
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